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10995. Arbuthnot (Sharon): Glossary entries on anart ‘a shroud’, the drink of death and the conjunction dath ‘because’.
   On the anart entries in Sanas Caimnaic (Corm. Y §37) and Dùil Drómha Cetta (CII ii 605.15), focusing on the meaning of the citation dath don dich i n, which is interpreted as ‘because death comes’. In Appendix discusses two further instances of conjunction dath ‘because’ from Dùil Drómha Cetta.

10996. Bateman (Meg): Boats in the Gaelic imagination.
   In SGS 24 (2008), pp. 53–72.

   In SGS 24 (2008), pp. 73–85.

   In SGS 24 (2008), pp. 87–95.
   ad ll. 482-485-3 (ed. D. A. Binchy, 1963); on the place-name Inber in Ríg.

10999. Clancy (Thomas Owen): Before the ballad: Gaelic narrative verse before 1200.
   Appendix: An indicative catalogue of verse narratives, by subject.

A literary analysis of the poem.


11002. Gillies (William): ‘Créad fá seachmainn-sa suirgh?’.
   Ascr. to 'The Parson'. 15 qq., edited from the Book of the Dean of Lismore. Diplomatic and restored text, with English translation and notes.

11003. Grant (Seumas): A story told in Aberdeenshire Gaelic.
   In SGS 24 (2008), pp. 245-252.
   Recorded c. 1920 in the Braemar area by Francis C. Dick. Phonetic transcription, English translation and discussion of dialect features.

   In SGS 24 (2008), pp. 253-265.

11005. Hollo (Kaarina): Machiavelli in Mullach an Rátha: Belphegor, folklore and anticlericalism in Sheffield MS 17.
   In SGS 24 (2008), pp. 267-284.
   On the Irish translation of Machiavelli's Belfagor arcidiavolo by the Fermanagh scholar Simon Macken (fl. 1779-1828).
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11008. Mac Mathúna (Séamus): Corr na gCorra.
   In SGS 24 (2008), pp. 441-448.
11009. Ó Háinle (Cathal): The ‘Deirdre story’: shifting emphases.  

11010. Ó Maolalaigh (Roibeard): ‘Bochanan modhail foghlaimte’: Tiree Gaelic, lexicology and Glasgow’s Historical Dictionary of Scottish Gaelic.  

11011. Pike (Lorna): Supporting the language, defining the way: Gaelic dictionaries, past, present and future.  
Scottish Gaelic lexicography 1741 to present.
